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ANNUAL HARVEST DANCE NEXT THURSDAY
Committee Sets
Social Calendar
For 1935-1936
Junior Prom in April, Sophs'
Cotillion in February and
Freshman Hop in May; Sixty
Percent Deposit Required.

ON TO MANHATTAN
An announcement comes
from the office of the Athletic
Director that an excursion will
be run lo New York for those
who are going to the Manhattan game. However, a special
train will be chartered only in
the event that enough La Salle
followers signify their intention
of making the trip. Those who
in tend to support that activity will faci litate matters by
handing their names in at the
A. A. office . Immediate action
is necessary.

Senior Ball Highlight p .d
dD
-res1 ent an ean
On October 15 , the Social ActivAtten d HarrIS• bUrg
ities Committee, with Brother Joseph,
the Registrar, presiding, convened lo
•
counc1•1
arrange the So~ial Calendar. Dates
Education
for future socials were appointed
and regulations to be enforced at
them posted.
Once more the season commences
with the Harvest Dance, an interclass affair, on Hallowe· en, October
31.
Ball First
A s has been customary in former
years, the Senior Ball, scheduled for
January ID, leads the class dances.
Immediately following, the Sophomore Cotillion, to be held this year
on the evening of February 14, will
absorb all the attention.
Returning from the Ea s ler holidays
the students will be invited to attend the Junior Prom on April 17 ·
Triumphantly closing the season th e
Frosh will present their Freshman
Hop on May 8.
Dates Final
If a dance is to be staged, the
e;ias;j concern..:d

iJ.'l...;..::it

c.:_ 0

50

Brother Anselm and Brother E.
Felix Attend Educational
Convention Convened by D.
Ade, State Secretary.
Educators from all parts of the
Stale convened at Harrisb urg on October 9 and 10 to attend the annual
educational congress which was
conducted under the auspices of the
State Department of Public lnstruclion.
Two notable educators among the
Christian Brothers represented La
Salle al the convention. They were
Brother Felix and Brother Anselm,
Dean and President of the college,
respectively.
The congress was
called by Lester K. Ade, the new
superintendent of Public Instruction.
The principal theme throughout
the congress was recent educational

d1.ninz- · trenri~

the week of the listed dates. This
ruling is necessary to assure ample
time for preparations and to prevent
possible clashing of events.
A class wishing to hold a dance
must have cleared all debts, and
s ixty per cent of the total expenses,
which may not exceed $400, must be
d epos1·1 e d w1·th th e Bursar before
any contracts are signed. The deposit may be secured by equally
taxing each member of the class, if
necess1-1y d eman d s 1·t .
All socials held under the name
of the college must be sanctioned
by the committee, and for all such
affairs held off the campus $50 must
likewise be deposited with the Bursar to cover possible damages . Such
deposit will be re turned imme d iately a t the conclusion of the affairprovided no damage has been incurred.

Bishop McCloskey
Visits Philadelphia
The Most Reverend James P. McCloskey, an alumnus of La Salle College, Bishop of Jaro , Philippine
Islands, visited Philadelphia last
week.
Bishop McCloskey was a member
of the Class of 1887 a t La Salle.
Shortly after graduation, he entered
the Marist order of priests, who have
played a large p art in bringing
Christianity to the South Seas. In
time, recognition of his wonderful
work, Father McC!oskey was appointed to the bishopric of the diocese of Jaro, Philippine Isles.
He came to Phila delphia lo be
present at an exhibition of curios
collected by Roman Catholic Missionaries from far off parts of the
world. The mementoes were shown
at the S= Dominso Chapter of the
Knights of Columbus Auditorium,
2009 Spruce street, from Monday, October 14, through Sunday, October
20. It was the first official Catholic
mission exhibit in the Archdiocese of
Philadelphia.
Bishop McCloskey arrived in the
United States during the second
week of September, in order to attend the Seventh National Eucharistic Congress, held at Cleveland, September 23-26. He has extended a
cordial invitation to the Bishops,
clergy and laity of America to attend the Thirty-third International
Eucharistic Congress which w ill be
held in Manila, February 3-7, 1937.

Chnr1es F.

iviGXWP.ll,

s1·lper-

intendent of the Westmoreland Counly Schools, ]'. ,resided over the session held in the Forum of the Educalion Building on the opening day.
The main addresses and other discourses that were delivered were
chiefly on pre-school and elementary
education. The conditions and circumslances of modern times and the
methods by which they mus t be met
were prominent issues discussed al
this conference.
The program of the second day
was devoted to secondary education. Curriculum readjustments, personnel relationships, visual and
sensory aids, and trends in school
building construction predominated
the discussions given by some of
the most eminent men in the teaching profession. A luncheon at the
Hotel Penn-Harris with Thomas S.
Gates, prcesidenl of the University of
Pennsylvania, as toastmaster, was
part of the congress' concluding
schedule.

Father Higgins
Directs Weekly
Lecture Series

IFall Promenade
Opens College's
Social Program

Succeeds Father J. F. Keenan
As Weekly Speaker; Outlines
Subjects To Be Treated;
Graduate of Class of '92.

Vince Needham, Al Crawford,
Tom McTear, Nate Curson
and Mike Trertola Chairman
Group Committees.

Discourses Informal
The Special Lecture series wh1ch
has been given to the students of
La Salle Colle ge every Wednesday
morning for the last five consecutive
years was resumed on October 9,
1935, by the Reverend Father Higgins, who takes the place of Rev. J.
F. Keenan, of St. Vincent's Semina ry, who spoke so eloquently las t
year.
In his first address of the school
year, Father Higgins outlined the
matter which he intended lo cover
in his discourses. Mainly, virtues,
human acts and all which has to do
with our part in the Salvation of
our souls, will a lso be outlined. He
stressed the fact that we cannot expect God to do all of the work in
our Salvation, and it was for this
reason that certain virtues were
placed at our disposal of which we
must make necessary acquisitions.
He also went into detail as far as
outlining these virtues.
Virtue Discussed
In his second discourse, Father
Higgins spoke on the Christian and
Supernatural virtues. "Virtue must
adorn the human soul ;n order to
a o. in Salvatior:.." , "It ;~.. not hard lo
acquire a good act or a virtue, .. he
s tated, "for virtues are merely the
repetition of good acts and the results of repeated acts . Some of
these are infused al the time of
baptism and need only ourselves to
keep them flourishing while others
must be acquired through our own
workings."
It was during this second address
that he began his talk on Faith,
s tressing that it is one of the most
important of all virtues. "Without
it," he said, "there would be no
religion. " He gave times when it
was necessary under the Divine Precept to make an Act of Faith which
occasion he defined as, "When the
omission of it would insult the Honor of God, or when it is good for
our n eighbor."
Father Higgins graduated from La
Salle in 1892. Since that time he
has served as rector o f the Cathedral and vice-rector of Roman Catholic High School.

Hoefling, Davies, Guischard
and Etzl Elected Soph Officers
The Class of '38 al a recent meeting held election of officers for the
Sophomore year. The results show
that two of the class' officers for
the Freshman year were re-elected
to their respective posts, and two
new officers were also chosen .
The Sophomore officers elected
were George Ho efling, of the PreMedical Department, president; John
Davies, of the Education Department, vice-president; Michael Etzl, of
the Pre-Medical Department, secretary, and John Guischard, of the Department of Business Administration,
treasurer.
Re-elect President
George Hoefling, president of the
Class during the past school year,
was re-elected. He is a graduate
of Northeast Catholic High, Class of
1932. It was largely through his efforts that the Freshman Hop last May
was a fine success, and as such
gave the present second year men
a good start in the realm of social
activities.
The new vice-pres ident, John
Davies, hails from the coal regions ,
coming from Wilkes -Barre. He was
a member of La Salle's undefeated
fo otball team last fall. Playing in
a few games he gave Coaches Brill
and Henry a good impression because of the advan tage he took of

HARvEsrr cHAIRMAN

his opportunities. Due to an operation last June, he is unable to play
football this year, but expects to return to the squad in 1936. He also
was a merriber of the Junior Varsity
Basketball team las t winter, and, although he started late in the season,
showed his skill on the court.
Etzl Secretary
Michael Etzl was re-elected class
secretary. He is a graduate of the
La Salle High School, Class of 1934,
and has participated in several activities since coming here. He has
been a member of the football squad
since his arrival here, showing great
promise in the latter capacity. Mike
was also a member of the Freshman
Hop Committee, and as such greatly assisted in making it such a success.
John Guischard, a lso of the Class
of 1934, from La Salle High, was
elected class treasurer. Guischard
will be remembered as the head of
the Dance Committee last spring,
and for his great interest in nearly
every event that has gone on at
the College since his arrival here.
All of the newly elected officers,
in brief speeches, th=ked the members of the class for the honor
bestowed on them, and promised
to make the most of their term of
office.

Las Vegas To Play

JAMES B. BONDER

Ammendale Drive
Attains Impetus
After Slow Start
Four Classes To Vie For First
Place in Returns; Furnished
Lounge For Group Totaling
Highest Amount of Sales.
Th ~ anmial St. L:::r Salie fl ,1xiliarv
arive for •he benefit ot the Brothers
of the Christian Sc'-.cols was inaum1rated ot La Salle College on Friday, October 11.
At this writing the returns have
not reached the mark that was anticip.::.:ted. With regards lo this, however, Brother Leonmd, faculty direc'.or of the drive, has f.aid , "Although
the returns have not reached expectations, I am delighted with the
spirit that has b een shown in the
college, and I am confident that the
returns for this year wi ll far surpass
those of the past."
last yea, the individual Ethics
classes made the returns, but this
term the receipts will be submitted
through the main classes-Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior.
Novel Prize
In the past it was the policy to
award individua l prizes for selling
the chance books, but this year
Brother Anselm has decided to
award a class prize. A room will
be elaborately furnished for the
group that comes nearest lo attaining a 100 per cent rating. This room
will be on the second floor of the
main building, the south side-probably Room 207.
The quota for all classes is five
books per man. By this method it
would be possible for one class lo
defeat another even though they
may be far behind in actual dollars
returned. The department that garners the highest percentage will
have full access to this room from
the last day of the drive, November
4, till the end of the current school
year. The class that finishes in second position will receive the room
from the beginning of the next
(Continued on page 4)

Gensheimer At Penn
Charles Gensheimer, member of
the Class of 1935, has entered the
Graduate School of the University of
Pennsylvania, where he is working
for his Master's Degree.
As a supplement for his educational studies pursued at La Salle
College, Charles Gensheimer elected to major in the field of social
studies with concentration in political science. As a student at La
Salle, Charley was very active. He
was president of the school's
dramatic club, "The Masque," and
a lso a member of the championship
debating team.

The. annual Harvest Dance will be
held next Thursday evening in College Hall, to carry on the traditional
Hallowe'en celebration inaugurate d
several years ago. This is the only
function that is sponsored by a coalition of the classes.
The Las Vegas orchestra will be
the main feature of the evening, for
they will create the bewitching melodies from nine o'clock Thursday
night to one o'clock Friday morning.
Las Vegas is one of the finest orchestras in the Philadelphia district,
and th<'tl.r growing popularity among
the younger generation caused their
selection by the committee.
Decorations Unique
Another attraction to the opening
affair of the College social calendar
consists of the artistic decorations
that will adorn the hall; for the miniature ballroom will be arrayed in
the faded leaves and yellowed cornstalks that symbolize autumn, the
harvest season. Then, too, from the
ceiling will float the customary Hallowe' en pumpkins and witches,
shedding a d us ky hue over the hall.
Ii,, order lo in0l<-e the affair a la. ;'er
success, the price ot subscnpuon
has been set at the reasonable figure of one dollar and fifty cents.
For those who desire to "stag it,"
admiss ion will be but half that quotation. Considering the
s uccess
achieved the past few years , the
Harvest Dance is expected to receive the unwavering s u pport of the
entire student body.
Committees Appointed
James Bonder, the president of the
Senior Class, has been named the
general chairman. The Orchestra
Committee is headed by Vince
Nee dham, and includes Loftus, Sciaretta, McKernan, H. O'Hara, Goslin
and Davies . Thomas McTear is
chairman of the Program Committee,
assisted by Niessen, Givens, V.
,Froio,' Guischard and Staples. AI.
Crawford is taking charge of the
Publicity Division, and has Joseph
McTear, Joseph Kelley, McBride, Stets
and Ross for aids, while Nat Curson
heads the Decoration Committee that
includes McCullough, Land, Houch,
Penny and Callan.
Trertola will
supervise the Refreshment , with
Sutter, Dooley, R. O'Hara, McCauley
and John Kelly comprising his committee.
(Continued on page 6)

Orchestra Prepares
For Rhythmic Debut
Once again the College orchestra,
organized last year under the guida n ce of Brother Alician, will function, this time with an augmented
group of musicians, u nder the supervision of Brother Gregory Martin. The
orchestra now lists eighteen pieces
in its company with a saxophone trio
added as an extra feature . However, this trio will not really function until the termination of the presen t football season as two of the
saxophonists are at p resent very
much engaged with that manly
sport. When arranged, the trio will
be composed of Malarkey, McTague,
and Newman.
At presen t there are a few imperfections, but Brother Gregory Martin
and his able assistant, Stets, feel
confident tha t with a few conscientious rehearsals the musicians will
be able to bring their efforts into
harmonious instrumentation. Among
the candidates are: Dalton, S=t=gelo," Goslin, Ross, Fendt, Saybolt,
Stets, Ma larkey, Roth, Foley, De
Muzio, McTagu e , Miglio, Walsh, Gorman, Burger, Rigano , and Kozlik.
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Never A Dull Moment
The scene-a classroom. The time
Oscar Corn, '3 8
-be ginning of an important and inJames B. Bonder, ' 36
John T . Stanton, '3 9
Oliver J. McCarron, ' 37
teres ting lecture. The s tudents are
Leonard J. McGee , '3 9
busily engaged in note -taking when
BUSINESS STAFF
they are distracted by the yawning
Edward J . McGrath, '38 of the door and the entrance thereJohn J. Doyle, '38
Charles W. Kaufman , '38
Martin F. M.alarkey, '3 9
James R. Higgins, ' 39
from of an odd-looking, bespectacled
Faculty Moderator
BROTHER E. LUKE, F.S.C. youth wearing a large yellow bowtie and a small ill-fitting clink. The
The COLLEGIAN is published bi-weekly during the school year by the students of stude s , realizing that the intruder is
La Salle College, Logan Station, Philadelphia, Pa. Subscriptions, $2 .00 yearly, payable a member of that notorious group.in advance.
the freshm a n class, lean expectantly forward, knowing that anything
ca n happen and usually does. The
frosh advances timorously towards
the professor's desk, nervously finLA SALLE'S ENDOWMENT FUND
gering his clink, and at last haltingly stammers , "Please, sir, where is
HE New York State Department of Education estimates that my
class? I-I-I'm lost] "
students pay from 28 % to 48 % of the total cost of their The s cene cha nges to the. library
education by their payment of the regular school bills. In other where a small group is gathered
words, an educational institution must meet at least 52 % of its around the desk inquiring about
books to be ordered or books alexpenses with money derived from sources other than tuition ready
ordered. A large, baby-faced,
and fees. In most colleges this difficulty is met by the mainten- pudgy yellow tie wearer comes
ance of an endowment fund or the obtaining of d state appro- s waying onto the scene with petulant lips tightly compressed. His
priation, or both.
aiting is punctuated with many
As a sectarian institution La Salle receives no state appro- w
"dear-dears," and "tch-tch-tchs."
priation. As a Catholic college La Salle banks heavily upon Holding his left hand on his hip
its endowment fund, not an endowment in dollars and cents, but a nd waving his right gracefully as
in flesh and blood and the spirit of self-sacrifice. La Salle's though he were shoving a butterfly ,
he gives v ent to his ange r in a high
endowment fund is deposited safely in the soundest of .banks, contralto
voice:
Christian charity, and it yields incalculable dividends in the
"Patience is a virtue.
form of the gratuitous service of the Christian Brothe rs.
Have it if you can.
When you do your part in helping in the La Salle Auxiliary
Never found in woman.
Seldom found in man] "
drive you are helping to make up the remaining 52 % of the
The scene again changes, this
college expenses not on your school bill, you are making a tim e to the auditorium-the night of
substantial contribution to La Salle's endowment fund, and, the fre s hman initiation. A large timwhat is most important, you are helping to carry on a work id, intellectual-looking frosh is
brought up to the stage to amuse his
that was engaged in by Christ Himself, Catholic education.
classmates and to be wept over by
the upperclassmen. He is urged to
contribute something towards the
A WORD TO THE VOTER
general e n>/1ertainm ent and fin t,lly
complies in a startling manner by
S the day of the General Election draws near, many poten- burs ting into tears . "What's the mattial voters are apt to be both disturbed and confused by ter?" que ried a soph, "Wha t are you
the rampant ballyhoo carried on by the mud-slinging politicians, crying for?"
'Tm not crying," sobs the intelin the efforts to elect their various candidates. For this is the lectual frosh, "It's merely a reflex
time of the year when the various office-seekers in terms harsh action]"
and loud are disclaiming each other as " thieves," "plunderers These and many other episodes,
of the Treasury," and "eternal drones"; and then brushing them- s uch a s a frosh fishing in a bucket
of water out on the quadrangle , or
selves up as the "defenders of every kind of a deal," "the friend another
frosh scrubbing the front
of the poor, the working class," in fact, a friend of every one s teps with a toothbrush, afford the
college much diversion during the
willing to give them a vote.
From this maelstrom of tar and whitewash, adjectives and day. It seems as though higher
education is being put to the suinvectives, the people are in this instance asked to select their preme
test. But in the meantime ,
city officials.
th ere is never a dull moment]
SPORTS STAFF
John J. Kelly, ' 37
John J. K elly, ' 39

T

A

On the College Man these nonsensical discourses and
vociferous expletives should have no effect. You should be
trained well enough to disregard this campaign patter of the
corner orator; or rather of newly introduced truck barkers, and
choose in an unbiased fashion the man best equipped for the
office to be filled.
Nor should we be chronic, bull-headed, straight ticket
voters. For it is easy to recognize the fact that persons of this
category in time simply become automatons of the political
machine which they support. Rather College Men should
possess enough idealism to express their individuality at the
polls, in a manner peculiar to leaders in public thought and
opinion.
It is the duty of all who are eligible to vote on Election Day,
but it is also our duty to ascertain in an intelligent manner for
whom that ballot can be cast to the greatest advantage, for
the betterment of our civic government.
SOW AND REAP
HE presentation of the Harvest Dance next Thursday evening in College Hall marks the incidence of social activities at La Salle and from the successes of this venture will be
foreshadowed the probable outcome of succeeding undertakings.
There is every reason to believe that the affair will be successful. Indeed, the purpose is the most worthy, one which
should incite to action every student who has had any affiliation, however slight, with the Society towards which the proceeds revert. Aside from the fact of worthiness, the dance
affords an excellent opportunity to spend on enjoyable evening,
the likes of which would involve far more expense were you to
seek the occasion elsewhere. "Almost irresistible" would be
our description. The music is inviting, the subscription nominal,
and the scenery enhancing; the rest depends upon you. Make
your reservation. Don't delay, for delay is costly.
Remember, "a thing well begun is half done," and so a
magnificent showing in the opening event of our social calendar
practically insures favorable results in every other. Sow your
seeds of success NOW, and y ou will reap your benefits long
after the "Harvest" has been forgotten.

IlFOOlfLH GIi lfS
AND
Tm lF A Tir\ ff Tir ~ TmT ~
11.li !L~ ll..J lLH ~ Jill .It ~

La wr ence E. Truitt, ' 39
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About Cheers, Cheerleaders and
Rallies
After the rally previous to the
Urs inus game, student criticism of
the cheers, cheerleaders and the
general manner of conducting the
a ffair , was unusually strong.
Taking the three points in order
we mention first the criticism .of the
cheers. It seems as though some
misguided genius recently decided
the La Salle chee rs needed revising, and re vision consequently followed. Nearly all cheers with rhythm
and pep were thrown out. New
cheers were composed that lacked
everything a good cheer should have
-rhythm-pep-significance.
The cheerleaders were taught to
be staid, dignified and ponderous.
Cheerleaders who could coax every
possible ounce of enthusiasm from
a crowd and who radiated pep and
vitality began to be conspicuous by
their absence. Cheers were led in
a slow and hesitating manner.
In spite of all this dampening influence the student body managed
to work up a little enthusiasm on
its own score.
The Harvest Dance
Well begun is half done. If this
is applicable to La Salle's s ocial
seas on, the necessity for getting
behind the Harves t dance is quite
apparent. It is also quite apparent
that if the whole school is not able
to make this dance a success then
the chances for each individual class
to put its own dance over, are very
slim. It seems reasonable to expect
that the enthusiasm, or lack of enthusiasm, will be carried through the
school year and be shown in equal
amounts in all the class social fun ctions. Hence, from a purely selfish
argum e nt , the w e ake st argument of
all, it b ecomes the duty of every
s tude nt to get b e hind the Harvest
dance.

BY BROTHER l<'ELICIAN
The year 1719 in
the history of English
literature is rather a
s ignificant date , for
it marks the death of
Addis on a n d t h e
birth of the English
novel. Later years
this form of literature
b e c a m e dignified
with the name of
pros e fiction . For
Bro . Felician
ages poetry was regarde d as the proper v e hicle for narrative, and Beowulf, the e arliest
poe m listed in the anthology of Englis h verse , was written around the
eighth century. Prose in early Englis h literature w a s seldom used for
narra tive purposes. Th e importa tion
of a feudal s y stem around 1200 created a new opportunity for a ne w
literature, and this form was largely
borrowed from foreign sources , particularly from the vernacular Latin
which was distinguished fro m the
Classic Latin; the matter of this new
venture was calle d "romance," a
class name for a kind of story told
in the vulgar Latin tongues .
The, romances imparted to English
literature new life, and in them the
tournaments of the knights took the
place of those monsters that stirred
the readers of Beowulf. It was the
high regard that knights had for
women that lent additional charm
and beauty to the form . Most of
the content had to do with imp ossible s ituations and remote places
and after the invention of printing ,
they became the vade rn ecum of
the reading people of England.
Among the forerunners of English

fiction may be m e ntioned "The Pilgrim's Progress," written around
1678; this writing s h a red with the
Bible the distinction of m os t influe ncing · the Christian world. It
b lended b o th rom a n ce a nd realis m
and from it Thacke ray took for title
one of his bes t known novels , "Vanity Fair."
. Arou nd 1700, Addison and Steel
began a s eries of essay s which were
printed first in the "Tatler," a n d
afterw ard in the "Spectator." As
the rom ances had to d e al with the
strange , remote and the unfamiliar,
the.se two m e n set a wide departure
by creating a novel in the modern
sense of the word by adopting settings familiar to the rea d e r; they
described character, showed under
variou s forms , manners and customs,
and even handled dialogue in a
rather mas terly way. But these
sketche s , being merely epis odic,
lacked
continuity,
an
ess ential
requisite o f the mode rn novel. In
1719 Addison died and in the same
year appeared Defoe wi.t h h is story
of "Robin~on Crusoe" in which was
blended !both th e form of the essay
a nd the ,t omance. Much water has
passed ove r the dam s ince 1719 to
the present day a nd much of it,
especially during the last twenty
years, has b e en dirty water.
Defoe was nearly sixty when his
"Robinson Crusoe" appeare d. The
work had some found a tion in fact,
for a work appeared prior to this
time (1719) , which described the adventures of a certain roving Scot,
Alexander Selkirk, who w a s wrecked
off the coast of Chile . Defoe, taking
this work as a point of departure,
transformed and developed it: With
(Continued on page 4)

Just .Lookin' Around

-~The eighth Wonder of the World
has been discovered at Boston University. Prowling about the corridors is none other than an unborn
Freshman. Strange, it seems indeed,
but on Registration Day one of the
yearlings confessed himself to be
but an embryo by announcing the
date of his birth on November 3,
1935 . .. .
At the same institution another
"green-horn" found the Dean's list
by filling his Re gistration Card with
the following data: Religious Preference-Hebrew; Nationality-Hebrew ;
Race-Hebrew. Ye gods] He must
have been a Hebrew . . . .
At Bucknell the new crop of Freshmen sure know all the ans wers. A
horde of first year men were being
shown through the Carnegie Library
when a solicitous librarian noticed
one
bored
youngster
hovering
around the edge of the throng.
Approaching him, she asked ,
"Have you been around?"
With a coy glance he looked at
her and shyly answered, "Yes , I've
been around. Have you?" . ..
Found at Wellesley College-a
lone' male working for his Bachelor's
Degree. That poor fellow is sure in
no-man's land .. . .
According to the Ram , a Harvard
Freshman, on noticing a sign on
the bulletin board "Dates for English Exams," remarked on the
scarcity of functions to which one
can stag any more ... . For outrages
like the above , a columnist at Ohio
University was tarred and feathered . .. .
On the last page of an exam book
at Maryland, the following notice
was discovered: "Dear Prof,-1! you
can s e ll any of these answers to a
humor magazine, remember tha t I
want my cut."
New Ram definitions:
Cannibal-One who lives on others.
Editor-A man who can't take a
joke .. . .
The University of Virginia has a
lat e -date tha t was made to a s s is t
students suffering from
"double
troubl e ." The rules are tha t a g irl
goes out with a fello w from 7 p. m.
to 11 p . m. . . . She m a y the n bid
him "Good Night" a nd sta y out un til 3 a. m. with h e r second escort.
. . . I say, quite decent of her . . . .

The St. Mary's Collegian reports
that out o.n the West Coast the usual
hazing of fre s hmen nearly took a
few lives. At Berkeley, California,
the initiation of a youth into a fraternity caused him severe injuries,
while at the College of the Pacific,
five fro s h were treated at the infirmary after their bodies were severely burned by being painted with
laundry ink . . . . Nice fellows , those
college boys . . . .
"Honey," he spoke up, after the
first five minutes , "will yo' all marry me?"
"Why Bill," answered the coed,
" this is all s o Southern."

Willie , aged five , had been taken
to his first football game by his
father. That night at her s ide, his
mother was horrified to hear this
prayer: "God bless Papal God bless
Mamal God bless Willie] Rahl Rahl
Rah" . . . (Villanovan) .
At Westminster College the Fres hmen (again) put all they knew
about the Bible on paper recently
and the information received included "the Epistles were the wives of
the Apostles; Revolutions is the last
chapter of the Bible; Lazarus is a
city in Palestine."
"Hey, Frosh, what model is that
car of yours?"
"That's no model, it's a horrible
example." . . .
The old record for long names
was broken at Boston College when
the following rnonicke r was recorded-Nicholas Demetrius Haralambopoulos . . . .
A biology professor at the University of California announced that
all the boy s and girls of his class
would participate in a test to determ ine whether microbes are exchanged in kissing. Attendance was
perfect that day. Each student was
given a sterilized pad which was to
be kissed and then daubed . on the
microscope slide. As a res ult the
students lost fai th in their profess ors .
A certain deb at the University
of Mia mi wrot e this little di tty:
My grea tes t trouble , I m u s t confes s! can't s ay no, yet I won't say yes.
Moral: Never trust a woman.
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School Initiates
,Honor Society;
Plan Meeting
Dr. Holroyd Acting President;
Mr. Sprissler and Brother
Emilian also Serve as Pro
Tern Officers.

, Rulings Stringent
The Honor Society has now passed
its first stage o f formation, with the
selection of Dr. Holroyd as Acting
Pres ident, Mr. Joseph J. Sprissler a s
Acting Treasurer, and Brother Emilian as Acting Secretary. These men
will govern the organization until
s uch tim e as the Society will elect
its own. This means , more than
likely, at the first meeting.
One of the outstanding features
of the Socie ty is the manner in
which candidates for membership
are presented. The names of designated students are presented by the
Faculty to the Committee on Standing of Students who, after passing
on them, send the list to the Society
for e lection. This will insure against
partiality and guarantee that only
men who have achieved distinction
will be admitted to the inner sanctums of the group.
Dr. Holroyd stressed the fact that
the Honor Society does not limit
itself to1 scholarship alon e, nor can
a man be adm itted solely on tha1
basis. The candidate mus t be a
good student, a leader in extra-curricu lar activities. Candidates will be
judged greatly on what they have
done for the College during their
four years here.
Eight men h ave b ee n named as
candidates but their names will not
b e released until alter the election.
At the first meeting a name for the
group will be selected. The present
appellation of "Honor Society" is
mere ly a temporary title.
The organization of such a society has excellent features. It should
be a stimulus to s tudents to adopt
an extra-curricular activity and endeavor to attain distinction through
it. The many societies on the campus, offering n u merous chances to
s tudents to acqu aint themselves with
the profession they have chosen to
follow, s hould have their numbers
vastly swelled by the institution of
the Society.
The method of d esignating members of the Honor Society by means
of a n emblem, has not as yet b een
decided. A conservative insignia,
however, is practically assured.
The foundation of the Honor Society places ii at the head of all
undergraduate activities, because of
its membership, which will comprise
both graduates and members of the
current Senior class. It will be the
goal of aspiration of every member
of every club now in existence in
the College.

LA SALLE COLLEGIAN
FRESHMAN PLAY
On next Monday night , October 28, the Freshman class
will present a musical show,
entitled "The March of the
Thirty-Niners." The cast includes thirty Freshm en and
the proceeds will be donated
to the Auxiliary drive . Those
who were present at the
Fres hman initiation will appreciate th e talent of some of
the members of the yearling
class. The admission is twenty-five cents and the show will
begin promptly at 8: 15.

Masque Plans Second Annual Production;
1
At~~~~:~~~! ~~~~~:t~tn,~s on~~y
~~

he ld recently, the Masque made the
first plans for its annual play, to be
held during Chris tmas week.
The members present were addressed by President Herb O'Hara,
who outlined the advantages of
membership in the organization and
the requis ites for a d mission. Mr.
O 'Hara was followed by the Moderator of the organization, Mr. Spriss ler, of the Business School Faculty,
who told of the efforts of last year's
members in presenting their show
and commended them on their success in spite of many obstacles .
Cooperation Stressed
He particularly stressed the need
of cooperation of the entire organization in an effort of this kind. In
connection w ith the work of reDrs. Hopkins and Asbell to Ad- hearsals by the cas t, m u ch outside
dress Meetings; Tours and labor is necessary. There must also
Seminars Scheduled for Pre- be members, however, w ho w ill take
care of the publicity, the sale of
sentation.
tickets, the making of scenery a nd
the preparation of the program prior
Las t week the Pre-Me dical So- to the presentation, and a myriad
ciety held its first meeting of this of tasks to be performed on the
scholastic year. Although a tenta- nights the show is to be pres ented.
tive schedule had been announced
previously, Thomas Callan, the president, issued the official schedule,
which is as follows :
November 11-Dr. R. Hopkins.
December 3-Student Speakers.
December 19-Tour of Jefferson
Medical College.
January 21-Dr. Benjamin Asbell.
Due to the splendid services renFebruary 18-Betta Gamma joint
dered the students in the pas t by the
mee ting.
Personnet Department, the Faculty is
March 4-Seminar joint meeting.
April 17-Reading of new mem- pleased to announce the Advisors
for the new school year.
bers papers.
In the past, many students have
May 11-Election of officers.
had the advantage of consulting
"Chiropractics" Topic
men train ed in the fi e lds w hi ch they
According to this plan a notable intend to follow. This policy is still
change will be made for the sec- being carried out with the intention
ond meeting. Instead of Dr. Martin of helping many more students.
It is the object of the Pe rsonnel
P. Crane, the lecturer will be Dr.
Wray H. Hopkins, of Ardmore . He officers to assist in the correction of
will talk on a phase of medicine the various scholastic difficulties that
never before spoken o f at a Pre- arise to face the s tudent. The memMedical Society mee ting, that of bers of this d epartment, through
chiropractics. The doctor is a na- their years of study and experience
tionally recognized figure in his field , in this work, are bes t fitted to give
having published many articles in the proper solution, which will assure the s tudent of obtaining the
various periodicals .
However, the purpose of the exec- most from his work and thereby
utives of the society is to keep the profit more in the end.
The student seeking advice can
organization' a s tudent project. In
accordance with this endeavor the communicate with the professor
early December meeting has been designated to care for his group
assigned to student speakers who and arrange for an interview to dishave volunte e red the ir services. cuss his problem. The upperclassGe orge Yost, the vice-president, who men can consult the following: Prepreviously has spoken before the Law students may get in touch with
society
on
endocrinology,
has Brother G. William. The Pre-Medagreed to treat "The History of Med- ical group is cared for by Dr. Holicine in the United States ." Two royd. Brother D. Thomas w ill adSophomores, Thomas Scaricaciottoli vise those students following the
and Herman Staples, will revise the Arts Course. Students in Journalpaper on which they collaborated is m can see Brother Luke. Brother
for their admiss ion to the club, and Francis de Sales can be consulted
present "The His tory of Surgery." by the Edu cation group. The PreDental students are under the guidThey will divide the fie ld and each
ance of Brother Paul. Mr. Howe
will speak on a defin ite period.
Although arrangements have not has charge of the Accounting Debeen made as yet, it is expected partment, and Bus iness students can
that in addition to the trip through see either Brother Alician or Mr.
Jefferson another w ill be made to Sprissler.
The Freshmen are divide d into
Hahnemann Medical College during
individual groups and can receive
the Christmas holidays.
assistance by seeing the professor
in charge of their section.

Pre-Medical Society
Announces Schedule
Of Coming Events

The entire Sophomore group, inspired with a s trong sense of school
spirit and responsibility, have employed all their efforts in making
this an outstanding social event.
They intend to se t a s tandard which
w ill erase the delinquencies of second year men in former years , and
to maintain this standard, so tha t in
later years, future second year
groups will find it difficult to s urpass.
To further fulfill their aims the
student body and their parents have
been invited to lend their s upport
and presence to the affair. Accommodations for several hundred people have been made to insure the
comfort and enjoyment of all who
attend.
President Hoefling has appointed
John Guischard chairman of the
Card Party and Dance. Under the
capable leadership of Chairman
Guischard the elaborate plans for
the occasion have been completed.
Card playing will begin promptly
at eight o 'clock and will continue
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operation of every member in whatever work assigned to him, that a
real s uccess can b e achieved," he
s tated.
Candidates Attend
Following Mr. Spriss ler's talk, the
new candidates presented their
names to the secretary for admission . These applications w ill not be
voted upon, however, until alter the
first play is produced, as the men
m ust evince practical evidence of
the ir interes t in the organization.
In this year's production, the newly formed College Orchestra, under
the direction of Brother G. Martin,
w ill cooperate with the Masque. This
a ddition will prove of ines timable
value, for it will enable the musicians and the actors to hold joint
rehearsals in which the score of the
production and the musical interludes can be arranged and timed.
The first tryouts for the show will
be held next week, and all who are
interested in this type of endeavor
s hould consult Mr. Sprissler a s soon
as possible. Regular rehearsals will
then be held.

Advisers Appointed St. Joseph's League
As Upperclassmen's Members Convene
Departmental Aids On Wednesday, October 9, the

0

Sophomore Card Pa~ty and Dance to he McCaffre Wins "Big
Presented To-Night In College Hall Brotherr" Acclaim
In striving to abound their quota
for the 1935 Campaign Fund of St.
de La Salle Auxiliary, the Sophomore class will hold a Card Party
a nd Dance in the College Auditorium on Friday night, October 25.
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until ten. Herman Staples, Ed Botto
and John Leonard report that since
there are a great number of valuable prizes, it will be worth whil e
for the p layers to employ all their
sk ill in amassing a winning total of
poin ts. And to satisfy those attending a gift will be awarded to each
table.
After many hours of weighty
thought and deliberation Jim Land
a nd Joseph Luongo have procured
the services of a well known local
band whose syncopation w ill delight
all who care to dan ce. Dancing
will begin at 10 o'clock and will
con tinue until the early hour-I
o'clock.

Charles McCaffrey, a Sophomore
in the College, delivered an interesting talk at the recent banquet g iven
by the Big Brothers' organiza tion ,
on the occasion of their twentieth
anniversary of con tinue d p ublic service. McCaffrey, speaking before an
overflow attendance of over a thousand people, spoke for every boy
w ho has benefited by the various
activities of the group. He s ummed
up the enormous benefits afforded
by the organization when he stated,
in reference to th e training offered,
"we en ter as boys and if we make
the most of our opportunities we
emerge as men."
The principal address was delivRadio and sim ilar amusements ered by Allred E. Smith, the former
may be enjoyed by those not car- Governor of the Stale of New York,
ing e ither to dance or to play cards. and a prominent Catholic layman .
A number of prizes for these gam es
will also be awarded to those w inFriends of La Salle noted
ning an allotted number of contests.
w ith concern and regret that
Raymond McManus and John McJ. Burwood Da ly, well-known
Glave have s upplied an assortment
La Salle alumnus and Conof refreshments to appease the hungressman, was not on the
ger or thirs t of all attending the
platform during the Villanova
affair.
rally. The reason for Congressman Daly's absence is
It is quite noteworthy that the
his being seriously ill. Friends
a ffair is being s upported not alone
of La Salle and Mr. Daly unite
by the entire s tudent body, but a lso
in hoping for his speedy reth e parents o f the members of the
covery.
Sophomore class,

League of St. Joseph held its first
week ly meeting of the current academic year in the college auditorium.
Brother Alfred, faculty moderator,
welcomed the new members and explained the purpose of the League
and its spiritual, intellectual, and
s ocial benefits. He stated that its
main object is to obtain the grace
of a happy d eath for the members
and their families through the intercess ion of St. Joseph, th e patron of
the dying. Prayers were offered for
that intention, for success in study
and choos ing of a suitable life work.
Also, the program of speakers for
the year was outlined and topics
were announced.
The first speaker of the year was
Mr. Robert Barrett , a first year man,
who, al the second weekly meeting
of the League, gave a talk on sane
patriotism in which he, scored exaggerated Nationalism as practiced by
Hitler and Mussolini.
Every Wednesday, in conjunction
with the work of the League; a novena mass in honor of St. Joseph is
offered in the chapel. Holy Communion is received and Benediction
given in gratitude for favors received, for success in one's undertakings, for the realization of one's
vocation, and for the grace of a
happy death.

Artists at La Salle
Form Organization
Among the growing lis t of extracurricular activities at La Sa lle, a
new one is making its appearance,
which expects lo assume its activities in the very n ear future, in the
shape of an art club. The organization .has been form e d by George
A. Hoefiing, Sophomore class president, under the guidance of Brother
Fe lix, dean of the College .
The new club is being organized
to bring together the la tent , artis tic
talents that are lying d ormant
around the college, into an en terprising association. Its founders are
working in the b e lie f that there is
a t hand material in the artistic lin e
that can be made us e ful to the club
members themselves and the general welfare of the College.
At present the lis t of poss ible
members is s till open and anyone
with an iota of artistic talent is
invited to join the club. Among the
poten tial artists already assemb led
are George Hoefling, '38; Edward
Kardas, '38; Francis Hauck, '38, and
T. Berry, '39.
This is the first attempt in the history of the College to form such an
association. Its prospects are high
and ii has great hopes of becoming
successful with a little cooperation
of the student body.
The members of this group are
preparing a very interesting program of events and activities for
the year, that wi ll present attractive
plans for any talented amateur artist.
It is particularly the aim o f the
originators of this venture to have
an exhibition of the eiforls of the
various members. This would take
place around the close of the school
year.

Student-Alumni

Stage
Gigantic
F th 11 R 11
00

a

a y

Brother Anselm, Marty Brill, Jim
Henry, Nanny Bradley, and
Len Tanseer Speak; Joe
Crowley Chairman.

John B. Kelly Guest
on· Friday evening previous to the
Villanova class ic La Salle held a
huge pep rally and bonfire that all
but won what later proved lo be
the "Wildcats' " revenge.
The program, which began at 8
o'clock and continued well on past
ten, included s uch luminaries a s
John B. Kelly, famous Olympic oarsman; and Bernie Bradley, past La
Salle football ace and present coach
of football at La Salle Prep.
Coaches Len Tanseer, Jim Henry,
and Marty Brill were also called
upon by Toastmas ter Crowley, of the
Class of '31.
· Brother Anselm Speaker
Brother Anselm concluded the in
d oor rally with a brief but inspiring
message to the huge as sembly.
An entertaining feature of the pro
gram was the enactment of a Fresh
man s ketch entitled, "An Apostrophe
lo Villanova." The members of the
cast included John Kelly, Joe Buck
ley, Ted Berry, and Clarke Long.
The s kit, "a death procession," was
a token of La Salle's respects lo
their since victorious opponents. The
characters included an undertaker
and pall-bearers, while a bier, with
the fragment s of a Villanova player
completed the "solemn procession.'
Alter the bonfire had been we!
under way, the "funeral group" pro
ceeded to march across the campus
and after a short pronouncement the
"corps e" was then thrown into the
burning timb er.
During the course of the bonfire
which represented the combined e l
forts of the Freshman class, numer
ous new cheers and sonqs were r,a
hearsed.
This included the singing of the
newly adopted Touchdown Song
and was climaxed by th e rendition
of the Victory Song.
At the conclusion of the cheering
a threat arose from the Fros h in the
way of reviving the s lowly dying
flam es with the addition of their
caps and butterfly lies. However
due to the ever watchful attitude of
the Soph Vigilance committee, this
rebellion was short-lived.
The evening's program was con
eluded very appropriately by a rol
licking s nake dance in which all the
members of the firs t year class look
place. This was carried with much
gusto, due lo the ever present urging
on of their Soph protagonists.

Honor Ranking Men
Granted f rivileges
The number of honor students is
soon due lo increase. The Commit
tee on Standings, at their next meet
ing, will consider ways and means
lo show appreciation of the gifted
students by giving them special
privileges. Brother Leonard has al
ready sugges ted that our "scholas
tically e lite" be allowed lo take
more than the usual amount of cuts.
An honor man is a student who
has received grades o f "A" or "B
in every subj ect for the pas t year.
The present Senior class honor m e n
are: Maurice J. Kelley, Joseph J.
Kolb, and Joseph A. Rider. Juniors
who come under this class are: Arthur H. Connolly, Hugh A. Devine,
William J. Kellagher, and Philip A.
Lyons. The Sophomores seem to
have an option on the s tudious individuals since their list contains
ten men: Richard Berman, Oscar
Corn, Charles B. Greaney, Edward
P. Kardas, Harry J. Reed, Robert J.
Stets, Herman D. Staples, Thomas
M. Scaricaciottoli, John A . Slattery,
and Archangelo W. Salamone.
The adoption by the Committee on
S tandings granting the p rivileges to
be accorded the honor men should
act a s a spur for the purpose of increasing the numbers of names on
the honor roll. This would particularly appeal to those s tudents o f
utilitarian te n ets.
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Ammendale Drive
(Continued from page 1)
school y ear up till the start of next
year's drive.
The excellent spirit that has been
displayed is evidenced in the endeavors of the Sophomore class to
hold a card party and dance to accelerate the amount of their support. This is a noteworthy enterprise, and deserves to be encouraged by the student body at large.
It is expected that the other
classes will take the example of the
Sophomores. The Seniors have been
exerting every effort to sell their
books and the Frosh and Juniors
look forward to big returns for this
worthy cause.
The money acquired from the drive
will go to aid the Christian Brothers' Novitiate at Ammendale, Md.
Foremost among the schools that are
represented in the Baltimore district
of which La Salle College and the
High School are members are numbered St. Thomas College, Scranton ,
Pa.; De La Salle College, Brookland,
D. C .; the West Catholic High School,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh Central
Catholic High; St. John 's College,
Washington, D. C .; Calvert Hall, Baltimore, Md., and many others.

SEEN FROM THE CROW'S NEST
A short tim e ago I bumped into
Crow I. . . . The number one (! )
doesn't mean he was the best crow,
however. . . . I give you credit for
more intelligence than that.
During the course of our conversation , howeve r, he expressed the
thought that at the present time the
"Crow's Nes t" is the best column
in the paper . . . . I agreed . . . . So
what 's all that got to do with this
issue 's victims . . . . Well, here's to
yeh . . . .

fouled in the Nest. . . . It seems
peculiar Wachter didn 't know how
he got home the other night. . . .
The Ursinus co-eds mus t have had
a stimulating effect upon Wartman.
. . . Leonard is looking around for
invitations to dances now that h e
is allow e d out alter ·11 :00 p. m . . . .
Ray McManus almos t fell a s leep the
other night at a party .. . . He said
the party was dead because everybody was out by 11:30 p. m.

Doc Botto claims that he can take
it, also give it. . . . What, the d egree?
It's about time McCullough washes
that mop on his head. . . . It looks
like a wire brush. . . . Niessen
thought that he was going to be
criticized on his column but, as usual, he was complimented. . . . If
Devine puts any more lights around
his girl's picture, she will go temporarily blind .. .. Higgins came in
for a little pin money the other
night. . . . What's the ·s ecret, Jim?
. . . Sciaretta has been s inging
Nix and Nox
"Curb Stone Cutie" ever since he
Soph Prexy Hoefling craves pub- met Mary last week . .. . Land has
licity . . . . I hope you see your name been putting on weight la te ly in

Sorority House
I have been informed that there is
a new sorority hous e in progress
... place . . . Elkins Avenue . . . .
The first meeting was held las t
week. . . . The s isters elected the
following office rs: Pres ident .. . Kadlubosky.
Vice-President
Loomis . . . . Speaker of the hous e
. . Botto. . . . Secretary and Treasure r . . . Powers. . . . It may be a
good place for the sisters to enterta in friends on wet nights.

e What Big Bill Tilden says about smoking
Camels is worth any smoker's attention. "I've
got to keep in top physical condition," says the
42-year-old "Iron Man of Tennis." "I smoke
Camels, the mild cigarette. They don't get my
wind or upset my nerves. I've smoked Camels
for years, and I never tire of their smooth,
rich taste!" And other tennis stars ... Lester
Stoefen, George Lott, and Bruce Barnes ...
agree with Big Bill about smoking Camels. So
turn to Camels. You'll like their mildness too!

COSTLIER
TOBACCOS I

Footlights and
Headlights

(Continued from page 2, col. 4)
the product of his magic pen, his
s tory not merely stirred the romantic
order to keep up with his Be tty. imagination of every one in his time ,
. . . Getting fre s h with the Class but to this day the wonderful nartreasury, huh, Guischard? . . . I h ear rative has never lost its power to
you stole a Fros h 's girl. . . . Then please in spite of a thousand derivatook her to Linton's where the cost live competitors.
was nothing. . . .
Man y people reading it for the
first time may overlook its allegorRumble Gag
ical nature. It does appear, in a
This is to explain why Ed Sutter way, autobiographical, for it repu sed a cane these days . . . . Riding resents and is a sort of symbol of
in a rumble seat. . . . Right arm Defoe's s tr u g g 1 e, s ingle-handed
. .. som e femme . . . . Left arm. • . ·a gainst overwhelming odds, and
Some container . . . falls from rum- does in another sort of way, present
ble . . .. No arms for preservation. a symbol of all humanity 's s truggle
. .. Result. . . . Sprained ankle. He •for existence. What it does teach
probab ly didn't know what went on -is-never to lose the spirit of s ellat the time.
re liance, keep alive a s ens e of morGo!d Standard
. a lity and the greatest lesson of all. the w ill to live . The Greeks taught
I was informed that Jimmie Nolan . that the greatest thing in life was
is off the gold s tandard. · · · Ex- to see a good and just man strugplanation. • • • Cared for a fiery red- g!ing with adversity, and thus every
head . . . . Now he detes ts her. · · · work that stimulates us in the power
What's the reason , Jim? · · Maybe to overcome temp tation and weakit was an air job. • · •
ness will at all times be a good
To the Vigilance
work of fiction. The daily paperB
Put a clink on Williams · · • te ll bring to our doors every morning
Committee LAND to be more el- what is occurring in the world. Vice
ficient.
Who appointed ·him· and s in are paraded on their front
chairman, anyway? • • • It seem s pages, and from their contents one
(Continued on page 6)
could easily evolve a modern novel.

• Famous athletes have found that Camels don't affect
their wind. Camels are mild and gentle to the throat.
Turn to Camels for steady smoking! There's more
enjoyment for you in Camel's matchless blend of
costlier tobaccos. You'll find that Camels never tire
your taste, and that they never get on your nerves.

• Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS
•..Turkish and Domestic ... than any other popular brand.
(Signed)

R.

J. REYNOLDS

TOBACCO COMPANY
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Musings
By
VINCE
NEEDHAM

.J.A.0'8,-;en,35

On rooting through one of the October 25, 1935
evening papers the other day I
noticed an observation of one of the
leading sportswriters concerning a
six-man football team. It sort of
struck me funny, due to the fa ct that
in an ordinary game 22 men are
out to massacre one another and
it would seem to be against all the
rules of rough-thinking to cut down
the number of team members in
such a contest as football. But tha't
was not the point that the writer
Wildcats Tally in First Three
wished to convey.
Periods on Breaks; Brillmen
The column had it that football
Fight Gamely to Finish.
teams made up of six members were
being organized in schools in the
rural sections of Nebraska. This was
Smothered under a heavy bardone because the schools had a rage of bad breaks, penalties, and
very small enrollment, and the ath- a powerful and highly touted Villetes were few and far between.
lanova team, the Explorers dropped
This may or may not be an idea a 20 to 0 decision to the Main Liners
for some good soul who condescends after putting up a hard fight for
to read this column.
s ixty minutes. The Main Line StadInjured Better
ium was the site of this, the fifth
The other afternoon, while watch- straight Villanova conquest.
The Wildcats have kept their slate
ing one of Coach Brill's practice sessions, I was surprised to see Captain clean for five games even though
Fritz Brennan and Joe Marshall trot they have met such strong teams
out on the field in uniform. These as Pennsylvania Military College,
two men have been lost to the team Ursinus, Western Maryland, Buckpractically all season; Brennan saw nell, and La Salle. Against La Salle
little action in the Davis-Elkins and Wes tern Maryland, the Main
game, while Marshall has yet to get Liners scored only · twenty points,
their lowest total so far this season,
into the line-up.
I talked with the men for a few while against all five teams they
minutes and both said they expect- averaged 27 points per game. Thus
ed to see some action in the West the Explorers did a commendable
job in holding Villanova, since it is
Chester game.
slated as one of the best teams in
Killinger' s Jinx
the country.
The Explorers seem to have the
This game, La Salle's second trimIndian sign on Glenn Killenger's ming of the season, broke one of
Teachers. For the past four years the Explorers' most coveted records,
the Teachers have met the Olneyites that of scoring in every game. This
in their (the Teachers') own backwas the first time since the 1933
yard, and not only did they wind season that the Brillmen have been
up the loser each time, but never held scoreless .
did the Teachers threaten to cross
Explorers Held Scoreless
the Explorers' goal line. Therefore,
The game opened up almost exKillinger considers the La Sallites
his No. l jinx, and I don 't expect actly opposite to what happened
him to shake them off this year, last year. Instead of getting the
break that meant a touchdown, as
either.
happened before, the Explorers were
Squared Circle
the victim of the break when it
What are your ideas about a col- came.
lege boxing and wrestling team? So _La Salle received the opening
many, students have been clamoring kick-off and ran it to their own
for such teams that it is almost im- 24-yard line. Alter an attempt to
possible to avoid the issue any pass, the Explorers kicked; Johnny
longer. As conditions now stand, Melius, Wildcat tackle, rushed in
letters are only awarded for football, and blocked it.
The ball rolled
basketball, and track. This prac- crazily over the goal line and Walt
tically eliminates the small, individ- Kornchinski , speedy end , beat out
ual athlete from participation in col- all others, and pounced on the ball
lege sports. With a view of remedy- for the first ViJ.lanova tally of the
ing these conditions, the above afternoon. Nick Kotys booted over
question is asked. The expenses in- the extra point with a perfect placecurred by such teams need not be ment kick.
great. On the other hand, this sport
La Salle, alter receiving the kick,
would give practical experience in made it a real battle. They made
the art of sell-defense. All students two first downs on their air attack.
in favor of organizing such teams The Wildcats tightened and after
should communicate with the au- each drive had bogged down, Wartthor before the next edition.
man was forced to kick. The Explorers' line held more than their
Via the Chalk Marks
At Collegeville a rebound was in own with the Villanova forwards.
order for the Olney gridders after a Several times when a first down
miserable showing at the Catholic seemed certain for the Wildcats, the
University stadium. This they did , Explorers' Henry-coached linesmen
and the Ursinus Bears were the vic- braced and held for downs.
In the second period, Villanova
tims of an 18-0 shellacking.
In the Washington combat several took the ball on their own 25-yard
of Brill's first stringers suffered se- line. From here, the Wildcats startvere leg and shoulder injuries and ed a 70-yard march up the field.
were not available for this tussle; in Opening up their bag of tricks, they
this event Marty had to gamble with worked spinners, cross-bucks, line
his shock troops, and as the score smashes and end-runs, until they
indicates, they came through with reached La Salle's 5-yard line. It
flying colors. Herm Wartman was was first down and only five yards
the flash of the contest, snaring two from a touchdown.
The first two tries netted one yard
passes and on each occasion racing
each. The third try put the ball
unmolested to the goal line.
Minus their captain and several back to the 6-yard line. Seeing that
of their backfield stars, the Explor- they couldn't score, the Wildcats
Higgins went
ers entered the Main Line stadium tried a place-kick.
·1ast Saturday in an effort to check back, kicked, but it was no good.
Villanova Scores Second
a four-game winning streak of the
La Salle took the ball on the 20Villanova Wildcats. They left the
field, however, without attaining that yard line and then made a first
down on a long pass to Villanova's
end.
On the next play
The game was practically the 34-yard line.
reverse of last year's battle. At the Stoviak intercepted a pass and latoutset the Wildcats blocked a kick eraled to Higgins, who went to the
which resulted in a six-pointer, the La Salle 25-yard line before he was
same thing that happened last year stopped. A penalty put the ball on
only the Wildcats were the recip- the JO-yard line, and on the first
play Ray Stoviak swung around La
ients of this bad break.
At the final whistle Stuhldreher's Salle's left wing for the touchdown.
men were on the long end of a 20-0 Kotys again place-kicked the extra
count. The Explorers were outscored, point.
The third quarter again saw Vilalthough they were not outplayed
or outfought.
lanova score on a break. The WildThe author predicts that the Brill- cats recovered a fumbled punt on
coached eleven will emerge vic- the Explorers' 10-yard line, Vidnovic
torious in the five remaining games; getting the ball.
A pass to Korchinski scored the
Manhattan offering the stillest opfinal points.
position.
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Brill Savs,
"Club
.,
Is Scrappiest
Outfit Ever"

VillanovaScores La Sallites Upset
Three Times to Ursinus Rivals
Beat Explorers Gridders Show Collegeville
Fans Rare Aerial Attack;
Wartman Scores Twice for
Visitors.
Still conscious of the bitter setback handed to them by the Catholic University gridders, and weakened through the injuries and loss
of five regulars, Marty Brill's Blue
and White aggregation of Explorers
ventured to Patterson Field, Collegeville, on Saturday, October 12, and
tore through the Ursinus Bears, for
a hard-fought 18 to 0 victory,
which kept Jack McAvoy's eleven
still winless in their 1935 campaign.
The Olney boys flashed a superb
aerial attack, and scored their three
touchdowns via this route, when the
well-aimed arm of Cutcavage tossed
forwards to Herm Wartman, Felix
Kadlubosky, and then again to
Wartman. Both received the passes
with ease and stepped over the
scoring stripe to answer for La
Salle's sum of eighteen points.
Joe Sciaretta's attempt at the conversion via placement kick failed
each time.
Freshman Stars
It was again the Tamaqua flash,
Joe Cutcavage, who led the Explorers' attack as he brought the pigskin
to the Ursinus 16-yard line and then
heaved a fiery forward to Herm
Wartman over the six-point margin
for La Salle's initial tally of the contest. During this first period the
Brillmen registered six first downs
and as the quarter ended they were
deep in the Bears' land.
After the second period was under
way, Cutcavage again snapped a
fast spiral, this time to "Kats" Kadlubosky, who grabbed it on the scoring side of the line and brought La
Salle's total up to a dozen. The
half-time whistle saw the Bears
fighting furiously on the Explorers'
thirty mark. ·
The second half started with a
continuation of the consistent attack on the half-sick bruins, which
resulted in a third touchdown for
Marty's boys. This marker likewise
came by forward passes, the batterie~ being again Cutcavage hurling
with Wartman doing the receiving.
And then the Grizzly became
stubborn and put up stiff opposition
to the Explorers ' invasion into his
home den. The La Sallites were continually stopped and were soon
forced to use their defense as the
Bears' attack began to overtake
them.
(Continued on page 6)

Head Coach Speaks Highly of
Ex-Olney Gridders; Former
Captain Bradley Praised.
On a warm summer's afternoon in
__ the early part of September, some
seventy young giants lined up and
answered "here" when Coach Marty Brill sent forth the call for canCOACH BRILL
didates for the Blue and Gold
eleven. Each week that passed
thereafter, saw this number gradually diminish, until the present
squad of thirty-five were the only
ones left. This squad, however, was
the cream of the crop, and upon
their shoulders fell the gigantic task
of keeping up the enviable record
Tomorrow the Explorers will en- set up by the 1934 team, which was
gage the West Chester State Teach- seven wins, one tie, and no losses.
When the time for the Davis-Elers in an effort to chalk up their
fifth consecutive win over their op- kins game rolled around, everyone's
enth.usiasm ran high. The campus
ponents. If we lbok upon the statis- was sure that the Explorers were
tics we shall find that the Teachers due for another unbeaten season.
should not be underestimated, for it And the Brillmen lived up to their
was only by a slim margin that the expectations, coming out of that
game with a 14 to 0 victory in their
Brillmen have defeated them. The pocket. The next game, Catholic
Teachers always show added vigor U., was their first defeat in nine
in combat with the Explorers, and starts. The tremendous weight and
it is evident that this year will be power of the Cardinals was simply
too much to overcome. In the next
no exception. Glenn Killinger has game the Explorers stepped back
most of his last year's team, includ- into their winning stride by taking
i~g the outstanding quarterback, the Ursinus Bear by an 18 to 0 score.
By this time everyone you met
Dick Nye.
was sure that the rest of the games
Fifth Engagement
would be victories.
The "grandThe Pedagogues opened their stan'd quarterbacks" had the whole
season with a victory over Rutgers. affair doped out. So this question
On October 5 they defeated Elon entered our minds. Why not see the
College from North Carolina. The Coach in person and ask his opinTeachers scored a safety in the third ion of the team's chances? Suiting
period which clinched the tilt, 9-6.
the thought to action, we went over
Since 1931 the two teams have to the field,. caught Marty coming
met four limes and on each occasion in from practice and voiced the
La Salle has emerged victorious. In question to him.
fact they have yet to be scored on
"Well," said the for.mer All-Amerby the Tutors. In 1932 the Explorers romped to an easy victory. Sev- ican, "at the beginning of this
eral long runs, combined with a season our outlook was not very
series of passes enabled the Brill- bright. We had suffered the loss of
rrien to pile up 20 points while the some of our best players. Captain
Teachers never reached the shadow Bernie Bradley, the aggressive little
of the invaders' goal line. In 1933 guard, was missed greatly on the
the final whistle found the Olneyites line, along with Harry Dunn, who
on the better end by the c_Iose mar- played opposite him. Our whole
gin of 6 to 0. The follo•Ning year first string backfield, composed of
the result of the previous fray was Ray Bahr, Mark Knox, Joe Lucas and
duplicated. This time the Killinger- Wink Gallagher was gone along
men threw a scare into the unde- with Johnny Gibbons, Frank Ardito
feated Explorers and only a long and several others. Bradley was a
regular spark-plug and would keep
(Continued on page 6)
any team on its toes every minute
of the game. With facts like these
stm:ing you in the face, it's pretty
hard to be cheerful cibout it.
"However, we had quite a few
veterans left over from last season,
among' them were Captain Brennan,
Jim Bonder, Frank Cappiello, Jim
well as last year's men to fill this Land and Emmet Corney on the line
and Joe Sciaretta, Mitch Kudzin,
gap.
Among the lettermen who have re- Vin<:::e Parris and Rem O'Hara in the
These men made the
turned are included Felix Kadlu- backfield.
bosky, who has been elected cap- outlook a little brighter.
"We have quite a few promising
tain for the coming season; Phil
Niessen, Tom Neary, Jim Land, Ed freshmen, among them are Reichard,
Botto, Fritz Brennan, Frank Hauck, Cutcavage, Donahue and Phelan,
who are backs, and Spanno, Powand others.
ers, Somers, Clements, Ritter, PalAmong the freshmen much talent
mer, Newburg and Sweeney, who
has been uncovered. Among those
are. linemen. All of these men show
who show great signs of promise promise and in a year or so should
are Devine, a hurdler from West make excellent players.
Catholic; Keeley, a miler from North
"The boys looked very good
Catholic; Meredith, a quarter miler;
Adamski, a half miler; Gallagher, a against Davis-Elkins in the opener,
but Catholic University had too
miler, and Wright, a dashman.
much strength and power for us.
Fall practice will continue until Against Ursinus our passing attack
cold weather sets in, and all pros- funetioned very smoothly, but our
pective members of next spring's running plays couldn't get started.
track team are expected to practice
"The schedule this year was the
for at least twenty minutes daily.
Indications have shown the compe- hardest that La Salle has ever had.
tition for berths on the track team Of the nine games, five remain, innext spring will be keen, and it ap- cluding West Chester, St. Thomas ,
pears that the new men will greatly St. Bonaventure, Manhattan and St.
assist the team in its progress. Joseph's. We hope to win these
and if we don't, it w on't be because
Coach O 'Brien has also expressed we. were outfought, for I believe this
the desire that even more go out squad is as scrappy a bunch as can
be found anywhere."
for the team.

Brillmen Oppose
Tutors Cats

Large Number of Yearlings Among Men
To Report For Fall Track Practice
Track practice has been in progress for the past few weeks, and
one of the principal results so far
has been the fact that much talent
has been discovered among the
newcomers . All practice during the
fall has been and will be conducted
on the honor system, as Coach
O'Brien is busy with the High School
Basketball squad, but, although this
system ordinarily would encourage
men to "cut practice," every afternoon one can see quite a number
of men on the field doing their bit.
Last spring, the La Salle College
trackmen had a very successful season, winning two and losing one
dual meet, the latter by a very' narrow margin, and placing third in
an open meet, and the past season
witnessed · for the first time the incorporation of track as a major sport
at La Salle.
Graduation cut heavily into the
ranks of La Salle trackmen, among
those going including Floyd Bythiner, last year's captain; Archie
Cavanaugh, and Ray Bahr.
The
absence of these will no doubt be
greatly felt, but Coach O'Brien is depending upon the newcomers as
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Explorers Oppose La Sallites Upset
The Harvest Dance
West Chester and
U rsinus Rivals
(Continued from page I)
The Harvest Dance, that has beSaint Thomas
come an annual affair, is held for
(Continued from page 5)

Saint

Joseph's
House

Grizzly Remains Scoreless
However,
the
strong defense
s hown by the wearers of the Blue
and Gold proved exceedingly too
much for the winless Ursinus outfit,
and they failed to score their first
point of the season.
The game was a free penalizing
contest, La Salle being the offender
twelve times , costing them seventy
yards; while the Collegeville folks
were charged with fouling four
times at the cost of twenty yards.
The boys from Olney Heights
scampered through tackle, around
end, and tossed the oval through
the atmosph ere to gain nine first
downs; their opponents were held
to one.

Printers
of the

Collegian

I

Allegheny Avenue
at

Sixteenth Street

A. J. MEIER
DRUGS

Chelten Ave. & Chew St.
Germantown

AU-COM-ON-INN
Special Luncheons
Corner Olney Ave.
and Elkins Ave.

(Continued from page 5)
pass which was caught in the end
zone by Kadlubosky brought victory
to the uptown institution.
Another close battle is predicted.
The Explorers will be meeting a
heavier team and are hard hit with
m Juries. Killinger has one of the
best elevens since he was appointed.
coach of the Teachers.
To Play St. Thomas
Next week the gridders will battle
with the Tommies, arch rivals since
football came into the limelight at
La Salle. It is the object of Coaches
Brill and Henry to repeat last year's
victory which was the only one
gained by the Explorers since the
series started back in 1932.
Line-up:
Tommies Hold Edge
URSINUS
Pos.
LA SALLE
. . . . . . Corney
This battle is the fourth between Tworzydlo ... . Left end
Rinehart
.
.
..
..
Left
tackle
.
.
....
, . Botto
the two teams with the Scranton
Levin . . .
, . Left guard . .
Bonder
outfit holding the edge in three Pancoast .. . .. . . Centre . . .
Allison
Grimm .. . ... . Right guard .
Loomis
games so far.
... . Right tackle . . .
Land
Back in 1932 the Explorers, with Gensler
Lamore
. Right end.
Ritter
a green and inexperienced eleven Calvert ... ... Quarterback.
Sciaretta
under the tutelage of Tom Conley, Dresch
.. Left halfback .
Cutcavage
traveled to Scranton to meet a stub- :ostello .. .. . Right halfback. . . . Wartman
lassman . .. .... Fullback .
. . . . Donahue
born aggregation whose line refused
Score by periods:
to budge and whos e backs could
Salle
6
6
6
0-18
not be stopped. The res ult of this La
Ursinus . . . .
0
0
0
0- 0
was a 24 to O setback. The followTouchdowns-Wartman, 2; Kadlusbosky.
ing year the two teams met in Phila- Substitutions-Ursinus : Bonkoski for CalM
vert,
Kwiecinski for Levin, Bradford for
dephia at St. Joseph's Stadium.
Tworzdlo for Brai;lford, Lipka for
Marty Brill had succeeded Tom Con- Pancoast,
Bassman, J akomas for Costello, Bassler for
ley as coach and with a band of Dresh, J all for Rinehart, Gensler for
men who wouldn't give up held the WOoster, Pancoast for Porambo, Brandt for
La Salle : Minifri for Sciaretta,
powerful Purple team to a 13 to 0 Bassler.
Parris for Donahue, Spann for Bonder, KadM
score.
lubosky for Corney. Clement for . Allison,
Last year the result was a differ- Somers for Botto~ Etzl for Minifri, Givens
Ritter, Stanziale for Cutcavage, Land
ent story, playing at Brooks Field at for
for Somers, Somers for Land, Phelan for
Scranton. Frank Ardito got off on Stanziale, Cook for Phelan, Ed. White for
a long run which proved to be what Spann.
Referee-F . G. Morris, Central. Umpire
the Explorers needed for a victory.
Price, Swarthmore.
Head linesM
The final score was 7 to O in favor -Charles
man-Jack Winters, Germantown Academy.
of the La Sallites.
Field judge-Mike Wilson, Lafayette .

the purpose of swelling the St. La
Salle Auxiliary Fund. With such a
worthy cause, it is quite easy to account for the success it realizes .
Amid autumnal ornaments and
eerie atmosphere of goblins , black
cats , corn-stalks a n d harvest moons ,
the soft melodious rhythm of Las
Vegas will gently lull the dancers
into the land of romance , not to be
recalled to earth until the advent of
the least of All Saints.
So when the ghosts of the dead
a re prowling about the streets on
Hallow Eve, we hope that you will
be without their reach, gently gliding a cross College Hall with your
arms full of charm, and your mind
full of appreciation of the enjoyment
you are experiencing.

=

The Crow's Nest
(Continued from page 4)
that certain members of the Frosh
are pulling the wool over the Committee's eyes .. . . The Crow agrees
that the Committee is the worst in
the history of the College.
Some column, huh, boys? I fear
that I missed nobody. In case anyone happ ens to get sore, let him appear at the office Sunday, state his
case, and I will apologize to him in
my own inimitable way.
Crow III.

LA SALLE HATS
For
LA SALLE STUDENTS
DAVE BROOKS
5652-54 Chew Street

· Meet your friends
at

Dovle's
Cafe
..,
6108 Germantown Ave.
Philadelphia

PEARL'S
5704 Germantown Ave.
Mallory Hats
Manhattan Shirts
Est. 1923

POMERANTZ & ROTH
5812 York Road

MEN'S WEAR SHOP
Opened to the Welldressed Men
of North Philadelphia, Featur~
ing Interwoven Hose, ArrowShirts and Handkerchiefs,
Stylepark Hats, etc.

Otherl;S tore
7 S. 60th Street

Eat

Breyers
Always
BREYER ICE CREAM CO.
"Patronize the Breyer Dealer"

Philadelphia
Washington
Harrisburg

New York
Newark

.,

_ for Mildness
_ for Better Taste

@ 1935, LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO

Co.

